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1 Logic and games: historical encounters
Logic and games have had several encounters in history. One major factor in the emergence of logic in Antiquity was a systematic interest in the rules of argumentation, which have a clear game-like structure. Games were mathematized for the first time, one might say, in the 17th century: when Pascal and Huygens based their idea of probability on betting odds. The logic connection for this came later, e.g., with the Dutch Book theorems of the 1950s. But that same decade also saw some basic results inspired by Game Theory in the modern sense, such as the Gale-Stewart theorem stating the determinacy of closed infinite games (extending an old result of Zermelo's), that became important in descriptive set theory. Such connections have multiplied in recent decades, witness the variety of topics at the bi-annual TARK and LOFT conferences. This time, the focus is rather on the role of knowledge in action, obviously a shared concern between logic and game theory, including deep issues of rationality, counterfactual reasoning, communication, and cooperation. These contacts between logic and game theory do not all fit the same mold. There are uses of logic as a formalism for analysing and sharpening up game-theoretical argumentation, and there is logic as a general meta-theory of games. But there is also logic as a 'producer' of specific games for logical purposes (argumentation and proof, evaluation of sentences, model comparison, model construction), which then makes it a 'consumer' of game theory! Such different, and changing relationships have nothing strange, of course, in real life: the same human being can be both in our care, and our best advisor.

2 Our purpose: the logical structure of games
We want to step back from any particular detailed concern, and look at games with the eyes of a logician. What is a game? This broad question translates into several more detailed ones, witness our section headings below. First, what kind of analysis would one expect? For a start, it seems obvious that games are a special kind of processes, which involve both concrete action and cognitive action. Thus, the world can change, but there is also information flow. But then, the fundamental question is: what kind of processes? A typical foundational approach should ask here for the invariances defining the field of enquiry.
What transformations between structures leave 'the same game'? Of course, this only makes sense if we first settle on some representation format for games. Next comes mathematics: where there are transformations of structures, there is invariance for certain notions across transformed ones. And 'then there is logic': invariants suggest definability in suitable languages, whose valid principles encode logical laws of the structures described. We will apply this abstract perspective to games, using their analogy with processes, for which latter successful invariance approaches already exist. Our discussion is example-based, using logic games as a more concrete 'laboratory setting' for exploring options and results. We leave formal elaboration to further publications. Our contribution is a way of thinking, which will hopefully be congenial to game theorists. We start with perfect information games (most logic games are) – sketching afterwards how imperfect games fit as well.

3 Logic games

Logic games exist for many purposes. Here is one example, due to Hintikka in the 1960s, that demonstrates some basic ideas. We give the games, and progressively present some of the basic logical issues that they raise. In this paper, we pursue only some, not all of these – but the example may be of broader interest by itself.

3.1 Evaluation games for propositional logic

Consider propositional formulas formed using proposition letters $p, q, ..$ and Boolean operators $\neg, \land, \lor$. Each such formula $\phi$ defines a game between two players, Verifier ($V$, who claims it is true) and Falsifier ($F$, who claims it is false), as follows. Suppose that we have some fixed valuation $VAL$ for the proposition letters. If the formula is a disjunction, $V$ must choose, and play continues with respect to the chosen disjunct. If it is a conjunction, $F$ chooses, and play continues with respect to the chosen conjunct. If it is a negation, players interchange roles, while the winning convention also reverses. Finally, winning or losing occurs with an atom $\phi$: if it is true according to $VAL$, $V$ wins, otherwise, $F$ wins. Thus, the game is zero-sum in a direct sense. Note the eminently game-theoretic explication of the logical operations. The standard Booleans now denote choices, and role switch. These moves return in many logic games, and indeed in games in general, where choice nodes for one player can be labeled with $\land$ and for the other with $\lor$. For instance, the two finite game trees in the next figure correspond to the propositional formulas $\land(B \lor C)$ and $(A \land B) \lor (A \land C)$, respectively. Likewise, many game trees in textbooks are propositional formulas. Notice these two Boolean formulas are logically equivalent: so are the pictured games. But in which sense...? We will return to this issue later on.
3.2 Winning strategies, truth, and logical validities

Hintikka observed the following key fact, which is easily proved by induction on formulas:

_formula \( \phi \) is true in VAL in the classical sense iff Verifier has a winning strategy in the game for \( \phi \).

This simple observation has far-reaching consequences. In particular, _logical laws now express game-theoretic facts_. An example is the law of Excluded Middle \( \phi \lor \neg \phi \). This is true in every valuation, and hence Verifier has a winning strategy for it in all these cases. Given the definition of the Booleans, this game consists of a choice by Verifier whether to play the game for \( \phi \) as \( V \), or that for \( \neg \phi \); i.e., the game for \( \phi \) once again, but now as \( F \). The assertion about a winning strategy says that the game for every formula is _determined_. This is the reflection inside logic of an old game-theoretic result by Zermelo, stating that every two-player zero-sum game of finite depth is determined. (To some extent, Excluded Middle for stronger logical languages can be seen as an equivalent of Zermelo's Theorem.) Likewise, valid principles of Boolean Algebra express game-theoretic facts, such as the above case of propositional distribution: the corresponding role switch for players changes the _prima facie_ representation of the games, but it does not change them essentially.

3.3 Games for predicate-logical evaluation, and other purposes

These evaluation games extend to first-order predicate logic. 'Game states' now involve some model \( M \), plus an assignment \( s \) of objects \( s(x) \) to variables \( x \), as in standard first-order semantics. This allows for direct interpretation of atomic predications, as above. The Boolean operations retain their game-theoretic role. Next, an existential quantification \( \exists x \phi \) corresponds to a choice by \( V \) of some object \( d \) in the domain, after which play continues for the formula \( \phi \), with respect to the new assignment \( s[x:=d] \). Universal quantification is the same, but now the move is \( F ' s \). Here is a concrete illustration. Let a model \( M \) have two objects \( s, t \), with a binary relation \( R \) holding only of \( s, t \) and \( t, s \) in that order:
Here is the game of perfect information for the formula $\forall x \exists y \ Rxy$:

$$
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{F} & x:= t \\
\text{V} & y:= t \\
\text{V} & y:= s \\
\text{V} & y:= t \\
\end{array}
$$

More radically, we can deviate from standard first-order syntax in this game setting, and reinterpret quantifiers as follows. First, there is an atomic move $\exists x$, which is a game by itself: "pick an object $d$, and set $x:=d$". This succeeds for $V$, whenever some object is available. A universal quantifier $\forall x$ is the same game, but now for $F$. Atomic picking games are comparable to the earlier one-step test games for atoms. Next, play continues w.r.t the formula $\phi$. The game construction here is sequential composition. From a game-theoretic standpoint, then, standard predicate logic is essentially a calculus of complex games formed out of object-picking and fact-testing moves by means of choices, role switches, and compositions. Indeed, that operational structure is completely general. What makes them model evaluation games is the choice of the specific atomic repertoire.

Other logic games perform more complicated tasks. There are games that carry out model construction for given formulas, and hence test satisfiability (Hodges, Hodkinson). There are also games whose winning strategies are in fact proofs of some proposition defended by one player against 'concessions' from the other (Lorenzen). The latter have evolved further into so-called interaction games for linear logic (Blass, Abramsky). Semantically, such more formal games cannot use information about any specific propositional valuation or predicate-logical model, so that their strategies are uniform. Of course, the latter may be much harder to find, as satisfiability and provability problems are undecidable (at least for predicate logic). Finally, there are widely used logic games for many other tasks, including in particular, model comparison. For the point of that, see below.

3.4 Logical operations as game constructions

Logical calculi handle formal syntax. Logical formulas $\phi$ can be interpreted as finite effective representations of games. (What happens then in standard semantics is really this. As soon as a concrete model $M$ is supplied, these abstract forms turn into concrete games $\text{game}(\phi, M)$ of 'type' $\phi$.) Now these formulas have their usual logical operations, which we can interpret in game-theoretic ways. But what do the games want themselves? What
are natural operations? Certainly, the above ¬, ∧, ∨ plus now also sequential composition
• are a very natural set. Note that these operations suffice for building all finite game trees.
But there may be other operations, and indeed, the logical literature is developing these.

3.5 Two levels: dynamics = games and statics = assertions about games
Now that we have interpreted standard logical formulas as games, we seem to have lost the
traditional useful role of logical formulas as declarative statements. But this is not true,
since the latter re-appear. Consider Hintikka's Lemma about the equivalence of truth with
the existence of a winning strategy. Note this involves a significant assertion about a game,
namely that it has a winning strategy. If we want to study such assertions systematically,
we really need a two-level language, with both 'dynamic' game expressions G and 'static'
propositional assertions p (not interpreted as games!), so that we can say things like

< G > p : player V has a strategy for playing G
that will always result in final states satisfying p.

Languages like this (proposed by Parikh) are close to 'dynamic logic' in computer science.
One step further, we might also want to represent the strategies themselves directly.
For first-order logic, we then get 'Skolem functions'. We postpone this issue until Section 6.

3.6 From perfect to imperfect information
Most logic games are based on perfect information: players always know where they are.
But Hintikka has also proposed versions of his game semantics for predicate logic that must
have imperfect information. For instance, in a 'slashed' quantifier pattern ∀x ∃y/x , the
idea is that V has to make her choice independently from the preceding 'challenge' by F.
She may have forgotten what it was, or there may be other reasons (one interpretation is of
V as a team, whose members may not always know what all members of the opposing team
are doing). Games like this no longer satisfy the standard logical laws. E.g., Excluded Middle
fails. The game tree for ∀x ∃y/x Rxy is non-determined in the model of Section 3.3:

```plaintext
F
x:= s ..............................  x:= t
V
V
y:= s  y:= t  y:= s  y:= t
win_F  win_Y  win_Y  win_F
```
This is about the simplest example of a non-determined game tree. Logic games with incomplete information are a very new trend, but they do show how the field is expanding.

This completes our brief tour of logic games, as an introduction to some basic notions, and the style of thinking in this paper. Now, we turn to logical analysis of games in general.

4 Invariance and definability: Helmholtz’ program

4.1 Transformations and invariants
In the mid-19th century, Helmholtz introduced a powerful idea into the foundations of geometry, which has become a dominant mathematical theme since. What he wanted to explain, rather than merely assume, was the standard repertoire of geometrical primitives. Nature around us is full of invariances. For instance, our natural movements are translations and rotations, and their accompanying shifts in 'perspective' leave certain relations between points invariant, such as betweenness. An appropriate scientific account of space then starts with a language expressing these natural invariants. This approach admits of many variations. Euclidean geometry is about the invariants of the classical transformations, topology arose by choosing a much larger transformation group (the homeomorphisms). More generally, this methodology applies to any subject matter, whether in physical or in conceptual space. Usually, things are given to us in some kind of representation – but to fix the abstraction level, we must determine what are the transformations, or more general simulation relations that determine when two representations are the same. Once we have these simulation relations, we get invariant notions inside our structures, and we can design appropriate languages expressing these. With games, of course, this leads to two questions: (a) what are the natural representations, and (b) what are the natural invariances? We will approach these issues via a discussion of related process theories in Section 5.

4.2 Potential isomorphism and first-order definability
A good example of invariance thinking is first-order predicate logic. Representations are the usual semantic models, and the invariance relation is often taken to be 'isomorphism', i.e., a bijection preserving all relations and operations. But a better notion eventually, showing more of the relevant 'dynamics' when we are comparing two models, is potential isomorphism. This is rather a family PI of finite partial isomorphisms between two models M, N satisfying two dynamic 'back-and-forth properties' which say that
given any partial isomorphism \( f \in \Pi \) and any object \( a \in M \), there exists some corresponding object \( b \in N \) with \( f \cup \{(a, b)\} \in \Pi \) – and vice versa.

The idea is that objects on either side can be simulated by objects on the other in arbitrarily large finite environments. Potentially isomorphic models satisfy the same first-order sentences, by an easy induction. There is a converse, too, though a bit more complicated: two models that satisfy the same first-order sentences in a first-order logic with arbitrary infinite conjunctions and disjunctions are potentially isomorphic (Karp's Theorem). These results establish a close-fit between first-order logic and its invariance relations. Incidentally, the original history of these results was the other way around: the language existed first, and the corresponding simulation (in this case, potential isomorphism) was discovered only afterwards. Both patterns occur in the literature: we can listen to nature (going "from simulations to languages"), or we can listen to language ("from languages to simulations") – and of course, the two directions can also interact.

4.3 Testing invariance by model comparison games

The preceding style of analysis concerns the whole language at once. What about a focus on more specific individual assertions? Here we need some fine-structure of simulations, which is provided by: games! Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games test finite 'degrees' of potential isomorphism, as follows. There are two players, Spoiler (S) and Duplicator (D). S claims the models are different, D that they are similar. They agree to play over some finite number of \( k \) rounds. Each round proceeds as follows. S chooses one of the models, and picks an object \( d \) in its domain. D then chooses an object \( e \) in the other model, and the pair \((d, e)\) is added to the current list of matched objects. At the end of the \( k \) rounds, the total matching obtained is inspected. If it is a partial isomorphism, D wins; otherwise, S wins the game. (A partial isomorphism is simply an injective partial function (often finite) between subsets of the domains of two models, which is an isomorphism as far as its own domain and range are concerned.) Here are two examples, illustrating winning strategies.

1 3-arrow cycle versus 4-arrow cycle

\[\begin{align*}
1 & \rightarrow 2 \\
& \downarrow \\
3
\end{align*}\] 

\[\begin{align*}
i & \rightarrow j \\
\downarrow & \\
l & \rightarrow k
\end{align*}\]
Round 1 S chooses 1 in M D chooses i in N
Round 2 S chooses 2 in M D chooses j in N
Round 3 S chooses 3 in M D chooses k in N

S has won, because this match is not a partial isomorphism. But S can do better: there is a winning strategy in 2 rounds, starting with i in N, and then choosing k in the next round. No such pattern occurs in M, so D is bound to lose.

II Z (integers with <) versus Q (rational numbers with <)
These two linear orders have different properties: one is dense, the other discrete.

..... -1 0 +1 ... Z

---------------------------------- Q

0 1/3

↑ 1/5

D has a winning strategy here for the game over 2 rounds. But S can win this comparison game in 3 rounds. Here is a typical play:

Round 1 S chooses 0 in Z D chooses 0 in Q
Round 2 S chooses 1 in Z D chooses 1/3 in Q
Round 3 S chooses 1/5 in Q D chooses any object: and loses.

These games are determined again, being of finite depth. Of course, players may play badly and lose, even if they have a winning strategy. Spoiler wins by exploiting some 'definable difference'. (E.g., in II, this is the first-order formula for density of < : ∀x∀y (x<y → ∃z (x<z & z<y)).) The key fact about the role and use of Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games is the following Adequacy Theorem (using the quantifier depth of a first-order formula, measuring the longest nesting of quantifiers occurring inside it: e.g., density had depth 3):

For all k, M, N, the following are equivalent:
(a) D has a winning strategy in the k-round game between M and N
(b) M, N agree on all first-order sentences up to quantifier depth k.

The proof of this is by induction, and establishes something extra, stated most easily for Spoiler. There exists an effective correspondence between winning strategies for S in the k-round game and first-order sentences φ of quantifier depth k with M|= φ, not N|= φ.
Finally, the finite limit can be pushed upwards. We can play the above game forever, saying that D wins an infinite run if she has maintained a partial isomorphism all along the way. In this way, we get a game in which winning strategies for D correspond precisely to the earlier potential isomorphisms between the two models involved.

Model comparison games are the most widely used logic games. Applied in our setting, they will also illustrate a very strange, and sometimes disconcerting, logician's habit. When games become our structures, and their invariance relations our target, comparison games may be a good way of measuring how much one game is like another. Thus, we play games to compare games! This happy circularity is not a prerogative of logicians, of course. Computer scientists would be happy to let programs test the equivalence of programs.

5 Modal process theory

Games are processes, in which actions are performed, that have effects in the outside world. They are not just any process, of course, as internal interactions between players with goals and roles are essential – but even so, we can profit from the analogy. Logical theories of processes are much studied in computer science. Originally, these were geared toward computation stricto sensu, but the resulting insights are really about any kind of process.

5.1 Representation: process graphs

A wide-spread representation in this area are process graphs $M = \langle S, \{R_a\}_{a \in A}, V \rangle$ with labeled transition arrows $\rightarrow_a$ standing for successful executions (input state, output state) of the action $a$. (In computer science, such $M$ are called 'labeled transition systems'). Here, $S$ consists of the states of a computer, or any physical or man-made process (such as a game...). The binary relations $R_a$ encode transitions between states corresponding to actions $a$. The valuation $V$ indicates for each atomic proposition whether or not it is true, at any state. This is about the simplest logical model of action, as in the following picture:

![Diagram](image.png)

The four small circles are states – one of which might be considered the 'starting state'. There are three types of action: a, b, c. In the western state, actions b, c are deterministic:
one possible transition. (c 'loops', and does not change the state.) a is non-deterministic: two possible transitions. The southern state is an 'endpoint': no action possible. Actions can have mutual relationships: e.g., above right, b 'undoes' the effect of a. Also, atomic actions combine to form new compounds. The sequential action a•b ('a followed by b') gives a new transition from 'west' to 'north'. The picture may also indicate 'local properties', e.g., some proposition letter "cold" holding in west and north, but not in east and south.

In concrete applications, states get more structure. E.g., when evaluating predicate-logical formulas, as in our evaluation games of Section 3, or for simple programming languages, states are usually all assignments taking variables to objects into some fixed model of 'data values', atomic transitions are tests, or shifts in values for a variable (think of an instruction x:=t), and the valuation says which atomic predicates hold for every relevant assignment.

5.2 A ladder of process equivalences: bisimulation

Next, we must specify an invariance telling us when two representations stand for the same process. There is no unique best choice for this – it depends on the purpose. If observable behaviour is your only concern, compare as follows. Look at all finite sequences of actions that can occur from the initial state ('root'), and call two process graphs the same if they are finite-trace equivalent. This is the choice in formal language theory: two finite automata are equivalent if they recognize, or produce the same language, viewed as a set of strings. It is also used by newspapers comparing politicians by their voting records, regardless of internal differences (one's decisions may have been fast, another's may have cost sleepless nights, full of dilemma's). Here are two trace-equivalent process graphs:

![Process Graphs](image)

But for other purposes, you do want to encode the internal structure (e.g., when considering marrying a politician, wondering how much sleep you are going to get). Most computer scientists wish to take internal choice structure into account, and the notion of choice for this is bisimulation. A bisimulation is any binary relation E between states of two process graphs M, N such that, if x E y, then we have atomic harmony, plus zigzag clauses:
(1) \( x, y \) verify the same proposition letters
(2a) if \( x E z \), then there exists \( u \) in \( N \) s.t. \( y R u \) and \( z E u \)
(2b) vice versa.

Example. The following two graphs have a bisimulation, indicated by the shaded lines:

But the above two finite-trace-equivalent graphs have no bisimulation between their roots. Bisimulations occur quite often. An important example is tree unraveling, a construction that will be mentioned below. Every process graph \( M \), \( x \) is bisimilar with a rooted tree-like model constructed as follows: the states are all finite paths through \( M \) starting with \( x \) and passing on to R-successors at each step. One path has another path accessible if the second is one step longer. The valuation on paths is copied from that on their last nodes.

A tree unraveling is much like a game tree, with the branches encoding all possible runs. Finally, there exist even finer process invariances than bisimulation, such as isomorphism of generated graphs. Thus, there is a whole spectrum of legitimate process theories.
5.3 Definability in modal languages

As with potential isomorphism (of which bisimulation is a well-chosen weaker variant),
there exists an adequate description language defining those properties of process graphs
that are invariant for bisimulation. This is a modal action language with proposition letters
for local properties, Boolean operations, and two modal operators $\langle a \rangle \phi$, $[a] \phi$ expressing
"there exists some $a$-successor where $\phi$ holds" and "for all $a$-successors, $\phi$ holds", resp.
This language is interpreted in the usual Kripke-style, at states $x$ in process graphs $M$.
Here is the key result motivating bisimulation:

\[
\text{For any bisimulation } E \text{ between } M \text{ and } N \text{ with } x E y,
\]
\[
M, x \models \phi \iff N, y \models \phi \text{ for all modal formulas } \phi.
\]

The proof is an easy induction on modal formulas. We say modal formulas are invariant
for bisimulation. There are also a number of converse results, tying up the close fit, such as:

\[
\text{Let the worlds } x, y \text{ satisfy the same modal formulas in the finite models } M, N.
\]
\[
\text{Then there exists a bisimulation between } M, N \text{ connecting } x \text{ to } y.
\]

For arbitrary models, this converse does not hold. But the equivalence is valid if you use an
'infinitary' modal language allowing arbitrary infinite conjunctions and disjunctions. And
something even stronger is true: each process graph has a complete bisimulation-invariant:

\[
\text{For each } M, x, \text{ there exists an infinitary modal formula } \phi \text{ such that}
\]
\[
\text{for all } N, y, N, y \models \phi \iff N, y \text{ is bisimilar with } M, x.
\]

This really matches bisimulation with its modal description language (modulo some infinite
hocus pocus). As before, one can go back and forth between a structural process invariance
and definability in some process language. Bisimulation was proposed in computer science
in the 1980s, and the modal connection was noted only afterwards. But its first discovery
was in modal logic in the 1970s, as an invariant to the already existing modal language.
Once again, we note that this is just one result on a long ladder. Coarser or finer process
equivalences than bisimulation will match other, weaker or stronger, modal languages.

Finally, there is fine-structure again, via finite bisimulation games, where Spoiler's winning
strategies correspond effectively to modally expressible differences. E.g., Spoiler wins in 2
rounds in the above non-bisimilar model pair (starting from the roots), using the difference
formula $\langle a \rangle(<b>T \& <c>T)$ of modal operator depth 2 to guide his moves.
6 When are two games the same?

Now that we have a panorama of invariances and matching description languages for processes in general, we can think about the case of 'game processes' in particular.

6.1 Representation formats: process graphs versus game trees

There are many options here, which we will not all explore. One can distinguish 'formal games', such as the formulas of Section 3, and 'material games', such as their associated evaluation-game trees in concrete models. A choice depends on how much structure (internal and external) we wish to represent. Technically, we will mainly use process graphs – enriched with suitable propositional constants for game structure.

\[ \text{turn}_i \] indicates that player \( i \) is to move at a state where it holds,

\[ \text{win}_i \] marks states as winning for player \( i \).

One can make process graphs satisfy extra axioms, stating that turn and win predicates are disjoint, that each node except final ones has one turn predicate true, while win predicates hold at all and only final nodes. Modal formulas then describe possibilities in further play as seen from the current node. For some purposes, though, game trees of possible runs (histories) are preferable. E.g., in many infinite games, there is no special interest to final nodes (they are often considered losses for the player who cannot move), while we are interested in the long-term behaviour of infinite runs to determine who has won. (E.g., in interaction games, we let one player win if the total infinite run is 'fair', or satisfies other nice properties. In the infinite Ehrenfeucht game, Duplicator won provided she managed to maintain a partial isomorphism all along.) In these cases, a temporal language, or sometimes a modal-temporal language, seems more appropriate than a purely modal one – but, except for a few passing remarks, we forego analysis of the latter format in this paper. Anyway, game trees are closely related to process graphs, via the earlier tree unraveling.

In what follows, we just look at the pure action structure. No preferences are encoded yet. This seems a serious restriction from the standpoint of game theory – but preference considerations can be added naturally to the analysis proposed here.

6.2 Game equivalence 1: bisimulation cum trace equivalence

True game equivalence sits in between two levels of the earlier process hierarchy, Finite Trace Equivalence and Bisimulation. Consider an example adapted from an earlier picture:
In terms of what happens and what can be achieved, options for the player 1 are the same on both sides, even though there is no modal bisimulation, only finite trace equivalence. But if player 2 gets to chose the second move, the strategic effects are quite different!

The latter two games are not the same. 1 controls the outcome to the right, 2 on the left. (In algebraic terms, one can also contrast associated 'propositional formulas': a•(b\lor c) vs (a•b)\lor(a•c), and a•(b\land c) vs (a•b)\lor(a•c).) Now, we are not interested in one player's internal choices per se, only insofar as they affect alternation with others. Thus, we want FTE for one player's moves, but Bisimulation for the other's. This may be achieved as follows:

we only require the zigzag conditions of bisimulation with respect to extended moves that consist of a finite action sequences by one player ending in a state that is a move for the other player, or an endpoint.

Thus, one quite natural game equivalence is what may be called alternating bisimulation. This notion has the additional virtue of implying something which game theorists want, viz. the availability of 'the same strategies' (a phrase requiring elucidation!) for both players:

*Alternating bisimilar games have the same strategies forcing sets of end nodes.*

The reason is simply this: the zigzag conditions allow both players to copy move 'across'. But the converse is not true, witness the first example in this subsection, where the strategies seem "the same" on both sides, even though there is no bisimulation. Indeed, we need something coarser here. Alternating bisimulations focus on action structure: they are most concerned with what the players do. Our next way of looking at games focuses only on what the players get or achieve. Incidentally, both are valid perspectives. Some games are played only for their gains, others less for that than the pleasurable activities involved.
6.2 Game equivalence 2: forcing bisimulation

An interesting purely result-oriented notion of game equivalence underlies an abstract game logic devised in the 1980s by Rohit Parikh, using an analogy with modal logic of programs. The idea is this. In general, players in a game may not be able to force unique outcomes. But they can force certain sets of outcome states (regardless of how the other plays), satisfying certain properties. Thus, we say that

\[ \rho_G^i sX \quad \text{player } i \text{ has a strategy for playing game } G \]
\[ \quad \text{whose resulting states are always in the set } X \]

For instance, consider the earlier case of propositional distribution, pictured as two games in Figure 1. There is no bisimulation, and not even an alternating bisimulation, starting from the two top nodes. But the forcing relations for the two players \( V, F \) between the top node \( s \) and sets of final nodes (outcomes) are the same in both games:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } F & \quad \{A\}, \{B, C\} \\
\text{for } V & \quad \{A, B\}, \{A, C\}
\end{align*}
\]

Given any game tree, we can compute these forcing relations in an obvious inductive manner. If player \( i \) is to move at node \( s \), then he can force exactly those sets of outcomes that are forceable from at least one of his successor nodes. The other players can only force \( \bigcup_X Y_X \) of sets which they can force at these successor nodes \( x \). But even though we will usually think of forcing sets of final nodes, this is not necessary. The notion makes sense for any state of a game, and any subsequent set of states. (I might force visiting certain 'intermediate zones' in a chess game, perhaps regardless of my winning or losing.)

To define the corresponding notion of game equivalence, we assume that these relations \( \rho_G^i \) are given somehow. Now we define our new result-oriented game equivalence: viz. forcing bisimulation between two game representations (viewed as process graphs again).

This proposal generalizes the notion of a modal bisimulation. A forcing bisimulation is

a binary relation \( E \) between states in models \( G, G' \) satisfying atomic harmony as before (E-related states satisfy the same propositional letters) as well as two zigzag clauses, that must hold for each player \( i \): if \( x E y \) and \( \rho_G^i x, U \), then there exists a set \( V \) with \( \rho_G^i y, V \) and \( \forall v \in V \exists u \in U \ u E v \) – and vice versa.
The rationale for this shows in 'getting the same outcomes', plus good generalizations of earlier results for modal logic. This time, the appropriate modalities are like the strategic statements about games first encountered Section 3.5. Consider a modal language formed with proposition letters, Boolean operations, and modalities \(<i>\phi\) interpreted as follows:

\[ M, x \models <i>\phi \quad \text{iff} \quad \text{there exists a set } Y \text{ with } \rho^i x, Y \text{ and } \forall y \in Y \quad M, y \models \phi \]

Here we refer to forcing relations given in our model \(M\). (Parikh's system is a bit different, in that different games can co-occur: but we defer this extra feature until Section 8 below.) The logic for this language is the usual minimal modal logic, except for the fact that there is no distributive law for \(<\to\) over \(<\lor\). Evidently, a player may be able to force some set of outcomes which is a union of two others, without being able to force either smaller set. Forcing bisimulations between these models are as above. Now we get the usual results – of which we formulate a sample:

1. modal formulas in this language are invariant for forcing bisimulation
2. conversely, if finite models \(M, x\) and \(N, y\) satisfy the same modal formulas, then there exists a forcing bisimulation between them.

We can even find true 'strategy invariants' for any game, namely, infinitary modal formulas (cf. Section 5.3) defining the class of all games that have a forcing bisimulation with them.

Remark. That this notion is natural shows in the fact that it also occurs independently in the semantics of 'concurrent dynamic logic', and in that for 'topological modal logics'. There is a link with topological views of games in the latter case – which we will not spell out here.

6.3 Further aspects: explicit strategies, trees of runs, game equivalence of propositions
We now have two proposals for natural game equivalences, one more action-oriented, the other more result-oriented. In line with the earlier perspective in process analysis, though, there may well be others. One way in which the analysis can be refined would bring in strategies explicitly. Strategies are implicit in the modal game logic, but they are 'quantified away' in the above truth condition for \(<i>\phi\). There are various ways of bringing strategies into a logical picture, witness the literature on interaction games and linear logic. Most simply, perhaps, we could think of a strategy as a subgame in which one player has uniquely restricted moves. In that case, one very simple formalization would use just some new proposition letters that hold in those subgames. We will see what this does below.
Even at the level of analysis that we have proposed, concerning just actions and outcomes there is another possible mind-set. Game trees have a modal character, with branchings indicating all possible moves. But in reality, only one selection of moves is made, and the history of what actually happened is linear. Should not one distinguish between what can take place and what will take place? This intuitive distinction is familiar from branching temporal logic. There we evaluate statements on branches in a tree of possible histories, which enables us to distinguish between "ϕ will happen" (on the current branch) and "ϕ can happen" (in the future on some branch, perhaps forking off from the actual branch). One can also try to find game descriptions in these temporal, or modal-temporal terms, identifying a game with the tree of its possible runs. Simulation thinking in the above style is certainly possible in this context too – and it may even become imperative once we take games with infinite runs seriously. But note that, since we do not know the actual branch that we are on, the very distinction that we are making is to some extent wishful thinking...

One test of our analysis takes the two proposals back to logic games – always a good sanity check. In that setting, alternating and forcing bisimulation are two answers to the question: "when are two Boolean propositions the same?" This may sound strange: is not this settled by standard propositional logic? To the contrary, there is a continuing debate about the proper 'grain size' of propositions. Our proposals give two new answers. Consider forcing bisimulation (leaving alternating bisimulation open). This validates most basic laws of Boolean Algebra (associativity, commutativity, idempotence, distributivity) in a general sense, where we take atomic expressions any way we like – as atomic tests, or further games to be played. This takes care of the Boolean mechanics of transforming propositions. By contrast, the remaining principles of Excluded Middle and Non-Contradiction did not express general laws about games, but the special assumption of their being determined.

6.4 Games for comparing games
As with process bisimulation, there are natural game versions of the above equivalences. Again these involve Spoiler and Duplicator, playing over some finite number k of rounds. E.g., for forcing bisimulation, with a current match between states x – y, Spoiler chooses some set U with ρ x, U and Duplicator has to respond with a set V such that ρ y, V. Still in that round, Spoiler chooses a state v ∈ V, and Duplicator must respond with a state u ∈ U. The pair u–v becomes the new current match. The Adequacy Theorem ties this up with game-logical differences of operator depth k. Thus, we can play games to answer a more finely-structured question than the one in our title: how similar are two given games?
7  Game languages

7.1  From game structure to modal languages
What languages provide natural game descriptions? One can approach this issue in many ways. Most practically, one can analyze existing game-theoretical notions and arguments, and determine some appropriate formalization. This could be in modal languages, or newly developed formalisms, or just standard first-order logic (no need to invent exotic things, when standard ones will do). As a matter of fact, modal languages offer a convenient simple representation for many arguments, including the existence of strategies, which typically involve alternating operator patterns $[a]<b>[c]<d>\phi$. (But to deal with strategies explicitly, we would have to change the modal set-up considerably.) Note that this is still just about action structure and outcomes. As is well-known, much more modal structure comes in when we consider preferences between outcomes (but there is a modal preference logic) and incomplete information (the well-established uses of epistemic logic; see below).

7.2  Illustration: backward induction and modal fixed-point languages
The uses to which game theory puts modal languages can be unexpected, and involve additional sophisticated logical machinery. We give an illustration, to make our discussion more concrete. The usual backwards induction arguments proving Zermelo's Theorem, and driving the location of Nash Equilibria use the basic modal language in a new manner. What happens is this. We are trying to define a strategy inside a given game tree – which may be coded as some new proposition letter $s$ – by analyzing its behaviour inductively, looking at successor states, and working upwards in the game tree. Here is a simple case: viz. a typical modal equation defining a winning strategy for player 1

$$s \leftrightarrow \text{win}_1 \lor (\text{move}_1 \& \leftrightarrow s) \lor (\text{move}_2 \& [s])$$

The two modalities $\leftrightarrow, [\ ]$ refer to the union of all available moves. Now note this is not an explicit definition of the usual kind, but a recursive or inductive one, as $s$ calls $s$ itself. Such definitions are treated systematically in modal languages with fixed-point operators. These include propositions $\mu s \bullet \phi(s)$ interpreted semantically – in arbitrary models $M$ – as the smallest proposition (viewed as a set of states) $S$ for which $S = \{s \in M, s \models \phi\}$, with the proposition letter $s$ set to denote the states in $S$. There is a syntactic restriction here: $s$ should only occur positively in the formula $\phi$ – which is indeed the case in backward induction proofs. Then, we may think of $S$ as being computed in approximation stages. Starting from the empty set of states, one plugs each current approximation into $\phi$ as its
interpretation for the proposition letter $s$, until some first stable state is reached. The successive levels of this approximation, well-known in the theory of fixed-point logics, are precisely the successive levels in computing strategic equilibria! Unwinding inductive definitions may be an infinite task: explicit definitions for fixed-point propositions may involve infinite disjunctions of all approximations traversed. This may seem strange; until we recall how infinitary modal languages came up naturally with bisimulation invariants in Section 5.3 (whose proof indeed involves fixed-point computation of game descriptions).

7.3 Which languages fit our game equivalences precisely?
In line with the general philosophy of Section 5, we would now have to determine the precise game languages corresponding to our proposed simulations. This is in fact feasible.

What stands to forcing bisimulation as modal logic stands to plain bisimulation?

The answer is the modal game logic with the strategy-existence operators $<i>\phi$ described above – and the results cited earlier provide the backing. So it remains to determine

What stands to alternating bisimulation as modal logic stands to bisimulation?

This time, the answer is not some pre-existing language – but it is not hard to find either. We can modify the standard modal proofs to see it is a modal language with two operators

$<i, \text{end}> \phi$ there exists a finite chain of moves for player $i$ (whose turn it is all the time) ending in some final node where $\phi$ holds

$<i, \text{switch}>\phi$ there exists a finite chain of moves for player $i$ (whose turn it is all the time) ending in some node where another player gets the turn and $\phi$ holds

One independent way of seeing whether these two restricted languages are natural is to determine how many natural game-theoretic arguments can be formalized in this way.

8 What are natural game combinations?
Simulation invariance and definability are not the only route to logical structure of games. For instance, we can also ask what are natural operations forming new games out of old, and what are their laws? An answer will tell us something about the compositional structure of games at the same time. This approach fits in with what we did so far, but it also raises some further issues of its own, which we mention to put the preceding in perspective.
8.1 From internal description to external combination

The logic games in Section 3 suggested a view of logical constants as operations on games. E.g., negation dualizes a game, while disjunction takes two games, and creates a new one by putting them both under a common starting node where it is Verifier's turn to choose. Thus, the perspective changes. We are not primarily interested in the internal structure of single games, but in a calculus for combining them. In linguistic terms, then, we move from internal languages of games to external ones. For instance, in logical evaluation games, propositional or first-order formulas interpreted as games are such an external language, with the standard logical operations providing game structure. This perspective is quite general, also in process theories (cf. Section 5). Instead of developing modal languages for describing what goes on inside single process graphs, one can also design languages that talk about combining process graphs, such as the major formalisms of 'Process Algebra'. To be sure, the process equivalences of Section 5 still play a crucial role here. Usually, one only wants to consider operations that respect bisimulation, in the sense that their values are well-defined even when we replace some arguments by bisimilar ones. There is some interesting model theory on this, which would also be relevant, mutatis mutandis, to games. For instance, which external game operations respect the above forcing bisimulations?

Admittedly, the distinction internal/external is fluid. One single game naturally contains many subgames arranged in compositional patterns. Thus, by understanding internal structure, we also understand game combinations, and vice versa. But the thrust differs...

8.2 Game algebra: proliferation of logical operations

As we have seen with our Boolean algebra example in Section 3.1, the usual laws of logic contain an algebra of equivalent games. Of course, the exact calculus that emerges will depend on two decisions. First, we must define our conception of games in terms of some underlying invariance. Next, we must determine which operations we wish to consider. The logic games of Section 3.4 had choice, dual, and sequential composition. But these are certainly not the complete natural repertoire for games. For instance, consider conjunction. One way of playing this was Boolean choice: F chooses at the start, and afterwards only one of the two games is played. If we want to play both games we need rather composition: first one, then the other (notice the order dependence). But even this may not be right. Many academics play sequential composition (first 'career', then 'happy family'), whereas they later wish they had played a parallel game composition: making progress in both.
Parallel compositions of various kinds exist in process theories of concurrency, and also in the literature on logic games, e.g. for linear logic. One good example is parallel disjunction of games \( G + G' \), where one plays episodes from each game, resuming where one left off. What is essential here is not (just) the initial choice between \( G \) and \( G' \), but rather, which player is allowed the initiative in switching between these subgames. The laws of such additional operations can be very interesting, even when they do not correspond quite to any item in standard logic. A popular example from the literature on logical games is this.

"If I can play a chess game once as Black and once as White, copying the moves of my opponent, I can produce two identical runs of both games, one of which will be a win for me, or both are draws. This way I can play against Kasparov, and never come out a loser."

Therefore, for parallel (as opposed to Boolean) game disjunction, Excluded Middle holds, even when the underlying games are not determined! On the other hand, parallel disjunction does not satisfy all classical properties of Boolean \( \lor \). In particular, it is not idempotent. E.g., \( G + G \), is not the same game as \( G \), because I can use your moves against you in the first, but not in the second. Parallel game operations like this are studied in the current literature on linear logic, which provides complete calculi for a natural repertoire of them. But the field seems much richer than what has been explored so far, even when we stick with just logic games. E.g., the Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games of Section 4.3 can also be analysed with some profit as combinations of evaluation games in the two models being compared. But this kind of game combination has not yet been studied systematically at all.

8.3 Example: operations in dynamic game logic

For greater concreteness, we return to forcing bisimulation and dynamic game logic. Parikh's language is actually a bit different from what we presented, because it allows reference to many games at the same time. Thus we really have a two-level language, with both dynamic game expressions and static assertions. Their interplay shows in the truth condition for the above strategy modalities:

\[
\langle G, i \rangle \phi \quad \text{player} \ i \ \text{has a strategy in game} \ G \ \text{for forcing a set of outcome states all of which satisfy the assertion} \ \phi
\]

To interpret this, we now think of models, not as single games, but as game boards, where many games can be played at the same time. In the simplest case, these are sets of states \( W \) on which we have a number of atomic forcing relations \( p_{G_i} ^i x, Y \) for each player and game. Then the above explanation amounts to the following technical clause – involving both forcing relations for games \( G \) and truth values for assertions \( \phi \):
\( M, x \models <G, i>\phi \iff \text{there exists a set } Y \text{ with } \rho^1_{G^1} x, Y \land \forall y \in Y \ M, y \models \phi \)

The most interesting aspect, however, are the stipulations that compute the forcing relations for compound games – as these fix their meaning, in this rather rough input-output format. We assume that these relations are closed under superset: if \( \rho^1_{G^1} x, Y \) and \( Y' \) contains \( Y \), then \( \rho^1_{G^1} x, Y' \). Also, we think of two players, to demonstrate how the recursion works:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho^1_{G \lor G'} x, Y & \iff \rho^1_G x, Y \lor \rho^1_{G'} x, Y \\
\rho^2_{G \lor G'} x, Y & \iff \exists Z, Z' : \rho^2_G x, Z \land \rho^2_{G'} x, Z' \land Y = Z \cup Z' \\
\rho^1_{\neg G} x, Y & \iff \rho^2_G x, \neg Y \\
\rho^2_{\neg G} x, Y & \iff \rho^1_G x, \neg Y \\
\rho^1_{G \land G'} x, Y & \iff \exists Z : \rho^1_G x, Z \land \forall z \in Z : \rho^1_{G'} z, Y \\
\rho^2_{G \land G'} x, Y & \iff \exists Z : \rho^2_G x, Z \land \forall z \in Z : \rho^2_{G'} z, Y
\end{align*}
\]

In case all games are determined, as with Parikh, we can simply define forcing relations for player 1, simplifying the dual clause to \( \rho^1_{\neg G} x, Y \iff \neg \rho^1_G x, \neg Y \).

**Remark** As noted before, forcing relations do not give the underlying strategies explicitly. We could do a richer semantics assigning to any game the set of its associated strategies. Then we can explicit versions of game logics, bringing out the fact that a valid principle of dynamic game logic like \( <G \land G'> \phi \leftrightarrow <G > <G'> \phi \) really rests on composition of strategies.

### 8.4 Game algebra

Calculi of valid principles tend to show the behaviour of a game semantics most vividly. We state some simple observations, extending earlier remarks. Identifying games under forcing bisimulation makes all laws of Boolean Algebra valid except Excluded Middle and Non-Contradiction. If we also look at composition, we find the following additional laws:

\[
\begin{align*}
G \cdot (G' \cdot G'') &= (G \cdot G') \cdot G'' \\
(G \lor G') \cdot G'' &= (G \cdot G'') \lor (G' \cdot G'') \\
\neg \neg G &= G \\
\neg (G \cdot G') &= \neg G \cdot \neg G'
\end{align*}
\]

The first of these are reminiscent of Relational Algebra (reading \( \cdot \) as composition), though game negation over composition certainly behaves very differently from Boolean negation! But importantly, we lack a converse distributive law.
\[ G \cdot (G' \lor G") = (G \cdot G') \lor (G \cdot G") \]

which cannot hold in general. (A quick counter-example in logic games: substitute some universal quantifier game for \( G \), and get a clearly invalid first-order game equivalence.) The latter failure is reminiscent of current process algebras, and our conjecture is that game logic based on forcing bisimulation is precisely basic process algebra plus the stated negation laws. Many other laws emerge once we add further (parallel) game operations.

9 So: what is basic game logic?
The answer is: 'it all depends'. If we describe games with simulations and invariance, there is a spectrum of plausible candidates. Hence there is a corresponding spectrum of internal languages for these invariances, whose complete sets of validities will differ in form and intent – including modal logic, temporal logic, dynamic game logic, and first-order logic. If we describe games via their compositional structure, there is now a choice of external languages, including algebraic equations in different vocabulaires, dynamic game logic once again, linear logic, or category theory. In a sense, then, 'the basic logic of games' is as non-existent as 'the basic logic of space'. We are dealing with a rich phenomenon that can be studied at various grain sizes, with many formalisms whose laws make different points.

10 Incomplete information

10.1 Knowledge and ignorance in games
The above analysis was all about games with perfect information, as are most logic games to date. But actual games often involve ignorance: players may lack important knowledge when deciding upon a move. This ignorance can take various forms. Even in a game whose players know where they are at each stage, there is 'forward uncertainty' about the future. We do not discuss this, noting merely that this phenomenon fits very well into our earlier modal-dynamic description languages (or modal-temporal ones) – and hence it does not threaten any points made in the body of this paper so far. But in imperfect information games, there is also 'backwards' or 'sideways' ignorance. Players may not even know where they are! The ubiquity of uncertainty in games has given rise to an independent invention of epistemic logic in game theory. Even so, it is not always clear how games with imperfect information are to be interpreted. As it happens, such games have also emerged inside logic itself (cf. Section 3.6), as a means of interpreting languages with quantifiers that can be
informationally independent from each other. This provides a clear-cut case for analysis – though the subject is still controversial. In any case, the brief discussion of epistemic action logic in this Section is just meant to illustrate how the concerns of our paper extend systematically to more general games where knowledge and ignorance are essential.

10.2 Information-friendly evaluation games

Recall that in the evaluation game for a formula \( \forall x \exists y / x \ R_{xy} \), player \( V \) had to make her choice independently from \( F \)'s opening move. Consider the game tree for the 2-element model of Section 3.6, which was non-determined. The dotted line indicates the uncertainty relation for \( V \) – apart from this players have no uncertainty at any state.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
F \\
F \\
V \\
V \\
& \text{win}_{F} \\
& \text{win}_{V} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{x:= s} \\
\text{...........................................} \\
\text{x:= t} \\
\text{y:= s} \\
\text{y:= t} \\
\text{y:= s} \\
\text{y:= t} \\
\end{array}
\]

These game trees with arrows and dotted lines are precisely right for a combination of the earlier modal logics (having action modalities \([a]\)) with epistemic logic (having knowledge modalities \( K_{x} \)). A player knows \( \phi \) if this formula is true at all states connected to the current one by a dotted line (indexed for \( x \) if we wish to be precise – and more general). In our example, \( F \) knows exactly what is true at each state, but – rather subtly:

\[ V \text{ knows that she have a winning move 'de dicto': } K(\langle y:=s \rangle \text{win v } \langle y:=t \rangle \text{win}) \]

but she lacks the know-how which one ('de re'): \( \neg K \langle y:=s \rangle \text{win } \& \neg K \langle y:=t \rangle \text{win} \)

Insisting that players have a strategy which they know to be winning amounts to having a uniform strategy in Hintikka's terms. Here is another example. People often think that the evaluation game for \( \forall x \exists y / x \ R_{xy} \) is equivalent to the standard game for \( \exists y \forall x \ R_{xy} \), since \( V \) has the same uniform strategies in both. We picture the latter game tree:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
F \\
F \\
& \text{win}_{F} \\
& \text{win}_{V} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{x:= s} \\
\text{y:= s} \\
\text{y:= t} \\
\text{y:= s} \\
\text{y:= t} \\
\end{array}
\]

The two trees are not equivalent. The latter is determined, unlike the former – and this difference shows in \( F \)'s knowledge about actions. Reasoning about (non-)equivalence of such
game trees occurs in the game-theoretic literature as well. The advantage of the logic games is their more constrained setting for checking intuitions. We can also apply the combined language to deal with other phenomena in imperfect information games, such as signalling.

10.3 Epistemic action logic

More technically then, we have an epistemic action logic with the following semantics:

(a) $M, s \models [a] \phi \iff \phi$ holds in all $R_a$-successors of $s$ (the successful output states of completed executions for action $a$ starting from the input state $s$),
(b) $M, s \models K_x \phi \iff \phi$ holds in every $\sim_x$-successor state of $s$ (i.e., in all states that $x$ considers epistemically indistinguishable from $s$).

For simplicity, we think of process graphs here with additional indistinguishability relations $\sim_x$ for each player $x$ (the latter are equivalence relations). Similar systems were proposed in AI in the 1980s in the analysis of planning. (Think of the delicate combination of changing information and physical action when a professional burglar breaks a safe.) In a language like this, one can make interesting combined assertions such as

$$K_i[a]B \quad \text{player} \ i \ \text{knows that doing} \ a \ \text{will bring about that} \ B$$

$$[a]K_iB \quad \text{doing} \ a \ \text{will make player} \ i \ \text{know that} \ B$$

This leads naturally to the question whether there are significant valid interactions here. Consider the following potential axiom, of a type familiar from the modal literature:

$$K_i[a]B \rightarrow [a]K_iB \quad \text{which says that, if} \ i \ \text{knows that doing} \ a$$

$$\text{will bring about} \ B, \ \text{then doing} \ a \ \text{will make her know that} \ B$$

On the above models it says (by some standard modal correspondence analysis) that

$$\forall xyz: ((y \sim_z z) \& x R_a y) \rightarrow \exists u: ((x \sim_u u) \& u R_a z)$$

#

10.4 Epistemic game bisimulation

Interestingly, condition # can be pictured as one half of a bisimulation diagram:

$$\sim_i \text{ is a bisimulation w.r.t. the converse action relation } R_a^\vee$$

What are appropriate bisimulations for incomplete information games? We will not pursue this very far, but mention some points. For a start, principle # does not seem reasonable.
E.g., it fails in the above game tree: \( V \)'s indistinguishable states have different pasts. Vice versa, we can analyze constraints on games from the literature, and look for bisimulations. E.g., in games with imperfect recall, genuinely indistinguishable states must not allow players to find out where they are in an indirect manner – say, by inspecting their available actions. Thus, any move for player \( i \) at \( x \) must also be available at any \( y \sim_1 x \). Moreover, we might want to say that further inspection should not reveal any differences either. Analyzing this recursively, we again get bisimulation, but now for the forward action \( R_a : \)

\[
\forall xyz: (( x \sim_1 y & y R_a z ) \rightarrow \exists u: (( x R_au & u \sim_1 z ))
\]

This corresponds to a converse axiom \( [a]K_1B \rightarrow K_i[a]B \). But again this seems too strong. There is merely an intuition in some signalling arguments that indistinguishable states should have the same atomic actions available. This would be a rather weak form of bisimulation, not requiring a new bisimulation link between the results of those actions.

**Remark.** That bisimulation comes up here again shows the ubiquity of this semantic notion. But note that we are now talking 'internal bisimulation' inside one incomplete information game – rather than 'external bisimulation' (as in Section 6) between two different games. As for the latter, one of the interesting notions of game equivalence to be investigated now would measure equivalence in the epistemic language over the game logic of Section 6.2.

### 10.5 Case study: the Thompson transformations

In game theory, there are well-known sets of transformations that are supposed to transform incomplete information games to equivalent 'normal forms'. These provide an interesting illustration of most themes in this paper. A glance at the example in Osborne & Rubinstein, pp. 210/211, will reveal the following high-lights – when stated in the present terms.

(a) Some transformations have nothing to do with knowledge and ignorance. E.g., finite trace equivalence underlies 'coalescing moves' (with some re-encoding of the action type).
(b) 'Interchanging Moves' is almost literally a simple variant of the earlier propositional Boolean distribution law in game-theoretic guise.
(c) Some transformations do involve knowledge essentially, but it is very unclear what statements of epistemic action logic are supposed to be preserved across them.
(d) The eventual equivalence between the first game tree and the last can be validated via a forcing bisimulation, showing that both players have the same outcome sets before and after the transformations have been applied.
Of course, this is not a serious discussion: just a pointer at what needs to be investigated, if we are to make a significant linkage between game theory and logic at this interface.

11 From game theory to logic

The analysis in this paper has not touched what some may view as the most characteristic aspects of games – such as players' preferences, cooperative equilibria, and probabilistic aspects. All of these are relevant to our analysis, and indeed, we think that vice versa, logic stands to gain a lot from game-theoretic connections here. For instance, reasoning is a social activity, which is goal-driven by preferences of participants. Standard logical models just do not capture such finer aspects. As for preferences, we do think our analysis extends in a straightforward manner. Epistemic action logic can easily support preference structure. But as before, one must also make up one's mind. Consider the following two games:

In one, the player can perform action a only, with an outcome of 3 guilders, in the other, she can also perform action b, and lose 3 guilders. Are these 'the same game'? "Yes", if we insist on rational behaviour, but "no" if we see the games as activities, in which players have a chance of displaying non-calculating behaviour, such as choosing 'noble tragedy'.

12 Conclusion

This paper has the following main line. We have surveyed some essentials of logic games, as these seem an interesting 'pure laboratory case' for the study of general game structure. This allowed us to bring out some basic phenomena, such as game equivalence, operational structure, and calculi of game laws. This special domain also showed how ubiquitous games can be. Thus, we advocated the use of games for comparing games – a circularity which logicians know and love, but which may yet have to be appreciated by others! Following that, we have developed an analogy between games and processes, viewing game theory as a more refined version of current process theories. This involved looking for a spectrum of natural game simulations, especially, appropriate versions of bisimulation, definability in matching internal languages, and a foray into game algebra of various sorts.
Finally, we have indicated how some of these recommendations fare when richer game structure is taken into account, in particular, knowledge & ignorance. In all this, we have not proposed any fixed solution – just a style of thinking about the issues.

Even at this preliminary stage, we feel that these are interesting times. The contemporary confluences between game theory and logic point at a third mathematization of games. After the early, probabilistic phase, and the work of van Neuman & Morgenstern and Nash, we now have 'information flow in action' as a focus for mathematization – which seems an obvious shared concern of logicians and game theorists. But, the new mathematization will involve much more than the semantic issues raised in this paper. There is an equally important issue of computational power. If games are the cognitive activity par excellence, what is their 'problem solving power'? It will take a Turing of the field to answer that.
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